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Morningstar® Rating3

Morningstar Global Real Estate
Category

OVERALL RATING (as of 9/30/21)

Class S

Overall Morningstar ratings 4 stars; 196 funds.
Three year rating 4 stars; 196 funds. Five year
rating 4 stars; 174 funds. Ten year rating 4
stars; 109 funds. Morningstar ratings are based
on risk-adjusted performance. Source:
Morningstar, Inc. Ratings are historical and do
not guarantee future results. Ratings for other
share classes may vary.

Objective

The fund seeks total return through a combination
of current income and long-term capital
appreciation.

Strategy

Looking for an investment to complement a
traditional portfolio? Consider a fund that invests
in real estate investment trusts (REITs), which
present a compelling opportunity to potentially
capitalize on the global real estate market. Plus,
because they tend to pay out nearly all of their
rental income to shareholders, REITs can
potentially provide attractive dividends. To access
this market, consider DWS, an experienced real
estate investor with a 50-year legacy, and DWS
RREEF Global Real Estate Securities Fund.

EXPENSE RATIO (as of latest prospectus)

--0.96%0.79%R6

04/30/20221.05%0.95%INST

04/30/20221.17%1.05%S

04/30/20222.10%1.95%C

04/30/20221.39%1.20%A

Contractual
WaiverGrossNetClass

Class R6 shares have a voluntary waiver that may be
discontinued at any time. Without a waiver, returns would
have been lower and any rankings/ratings might have
been less favorable.

AVERAGE ANNUAL TOTAL RETURNS* (as of 9/30/21)

Inception
date

Since
inception10-year5-year3-year1-yearYTDShare class

Share classes with no sales charge

——8.34%4.53%6.18%29.64%14.46%FTSE EPRA/NAREIT
Developed Index2

——12.68%13.74%13.14%28.82%13.04%MSCI World Index1

11/1/168.77%——10.00%31.61%16.90%R6

7/3/065.07%9.98%7.07%9.97%31.54%16.81%INST

7/3/064.92%9.83%6.93%9.85%31.38%16.82%S

Unadjusted for sales charge (would be lower if adjusted)

7/3/063.90%8.81%5.95%8.81%30.07%15.92%C

7/3/064.74%9.64%6.76%9.60%31.07%16.56%A

Adjusted for maximum sales charge

7/3/063.90%8.81%5.95%8.81%30.07%14.92%C (max 1.00% CDSC)

7/3/064.33%8.99%5.50%7.46%23.53%9.86%A (max 5.75% load)

HISTORICAL TOTAL RETURNS (as of 9/30/21)

-7.45%29.10%3.01%15.77%0.03%3.09%11.46%-4.16%24.76%-4.33%S

2011201220132014201520162017201820192020

Performance is historical and does not guarantee future results. Investment returns and principal
fluctuate so your shares may be worth more or less when redeemed. Current performance may
differ from the data shown. Please visit www.dws.com for the fund's most recent month-end
performance. Performance includes reinvestment of all distributions. Index returns assume
reinvestment of all distributions and do not reflect fees or expenses. It is not possible to invest
directly in an index. Not all share classes are available to all investors. A minimum investment of $1
million is required to open an account for Institutional shares.

* This fund began operations on 7/3/06 with Institutional shares. Returns prior to inception reflect the original share
class performance, adjusted for higher operating expenses and/or the maximum sales charge.

PORTFOLIO AND RISK STATISTICS4 (9/30/21)

18.06Standard deviation§

$13.2 billionAverage market cap§

$249 millionTotal net assets

98Number of holdings

7/3/2006Fund inception date

PORTFOLIO MANAGEMENT/INDUSTRY EXPERIENCE

22 yearsBarry McConnell

19 yearsRobert Thomas

25 yearsChris Robinson

25 yearsDavid W. Zonavetch

25 yearsJohn W. Vojticek
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25159L430RRGRXR6

25159L406RRGIXINST

25159L307RRGTXS

25159L208RRGCXC

25159L109RRGAXA

CUSIPSymbolClass

FUND DETAILS (fund data as of 9/30/21)

$249 millionTotal net assets

7/3/2006Fund inception date

SECURITY TYPE (9/30/21)

Common stocks

Cash equivalents 2%

98%

GEOGRAPHIC DISTRIBUTION (9/30/21)

1%Spain

1%Belgium

2%France

3%Sweden

3%Singapore

3%Germany

3%Canada

4%Hong Kong

5%Australia

6%United Kingdom

10%Japan

60%United States

SECTOR ALLOCATION (9/30/21)

2%Specialty

3%Hotelsresrts

4%Net Lease

5%Healthcare

6%Storage

7%Data Center

8%Office

13%Retail

14%Industrial

14%Diversified

24%Residential

TOP EQUITY HOLDINGS (9/30/21)

2.2%Kimco Realty

2.5%Vonovia

2.6%Extra Space Storage

2.8%Mid-America Apartment Communities

2.9%Sun Communities

3.2%Welltower

3.5%Simon Property Group

3.5%AvalonBay Communities

4.7%Equinix

5.8%Prologis

Holdings-based data is subject to change.

1 The MSCI World Index tracks the performance of stocks in select developed markets around the world, including the United States.
2 FTSE EPRA/NAREIT Developed Index is a market capitalization-weighted index based on the last trade prices of shares of all eligible companies.
3 ©2021 Morningstar. All Rights Reserved. The information contained herein: (1) is proprietary to Morningstar and/or its content providers; (2) may not be copied or distributed; and

(3) is not warranted to be accurate, complete or timely. Neither Morningstar nor its content providers are responsible for any damages or losses arising from any use of this
information. Past performance is no guarantee of future results. The Morningstar Rating™ for funds, or �star rating�, is calculated for managed products (including mutual funds,
variable annuity and variable life subaccounts, exchange-traded funds, closed end funds, and separate accounts) with at least a three-year history. Exchange-traded funds and open-
ended mutual funds are considered a single population for comparative purposes. It is calculated based on a Morningstar Risk-Adjusted Return measure that accounts for variation
in a managed product�s monthly excess performance, placing more emphasis on downward variations and rewarding consistent performance. The Morningstar Rating does not
include any adjustment for sales loads. The top 10% of products in each product category receive 5 stars, the next 22.5% receive 4 stars, the next 35% receive 3 stars the next 22.5%
receive 2 stars, and the bottom 10% receive 1 star. The Overall Morningstar Rating for a managed product is derived from a weighted average of the performance figures associated
with its three-,five-,and 10 year (if applicable) Morningstar Rating metrics. The weights are 100% three-year rating for 36-59 months of total returns, 60% five-year rating/40% three-
year rating for 60-119 months of total returns, and 50% 10-year rating/30% five-year rating/20% three-year rating for 120 or more months of total returns. While the 10-year overall
rating formula seems to give the most weight to the 10-year period, the most recent three-year period actually has the greatest impact because it is included in all three rating
periods.

4 Average market capitalization measures the size of the companies in which the fund invests. Standard deviation is a three-year statistical measure of the volatility of a fund’s returns.
Generally, the greater the standard deviation, the greater the fund�s volatility. §Source: Morningstar, Inc. as of 08/31/2021.

War, terrorism, economic uncertainty, trade disputes, public health crises (including the recent pandemic spread of the novel coronavirus) and related
geopolitical events could lead to increased market volatility, disruption to U.S. and world economies and markets and may have significant adverse
effects on the fund and its investments.

Fund risk: Stocks may decline in value. Any fund that concentrates in a particular segment of the market will generally be more volatile than a fund that invests
more broadly. There are special risks associated with an investment in real estate, including REITS. These risks include credit risk, interest rate fluctuations and
the impact of varied economic conditions. Investing in foreign securities presents certain risks, such as currency fluctuations, political and economic changes,
and market risks. Emerging markets tend to be more volatile and less liquid than the markets of more mature economies, and generally have less diverse and
less mature economic structures and less stable political systems than those of developed countries. The fund may lend securities to approved institutions.
Please read the prospectus for details.

Consider the investment objective, risks, charges and expenses carefully before investing. For a summary prospectus, or prospectus that contains this
and other information, download one from www.dws.com or talk to your financial representative. Read the prospectus carefully before investing.

The brand DWS represents DWS Group GmbH & Co. KGaA and any of its subsidiaries such as DWS Distributors, Inc., which offers investment products, or DWS
Investment Management Americas, Inc. and RREEF America L.L.C., which offer advisory services.

Investment products: No bank guarantee I Not FDIC insured I May lose value

DWS Distributors, Inc. 222 South Riverside Plaza, Chicago, IL 60606-5808 I www.dws.com I service@dws.com I Tel (800) 621-1148
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